
I have run across some modeling inconsistencies between the 2013 and 2014 
posted short circuit cases.   
 
Attached are screenshot examples, the differences range from bus number 
changes from ERCOTs 160XXX range to AEPs 80XXX range, the number of 
generators at the site, the amount of generation of a particular site, GSU 
impedance values changing, generator source impedance changing, and current 
limiting of generators changing among other discrepancies.   
 
These changes have caused a number of issues in AEPs short circuit studies and our 
P&C department is attempting to set relays in the some of the areas for more 
generators and they are asking about these large discrepancies.  I am trying to find 
out why these changes were made and if there was a change in generator 
modeling assumptions at ERCOT which has caused these.   
 
Please let me know what is going to be done about these issues.   



2015 case from the 2013 build 1L-G fault @ bus 160294  



2015 case from the 2014 build 1L-G fault @ bus 160294  

Comment: 13% increase in current. PENA_UNITx – 586/586/9512 vs 665/665/10782 



2015 case from the 2013 build 1L-G fault @ bus 160294 of correction to Baffin transformer  

Q:Where is the PENA-BAFFIN delta-wye transformer? What is the correction? 



Whitetail wind farm should Have Names and numbers in the 908 area 
range not in area 8 range  



Missing connection to WHITETAIL 1B 80333 (still needed ERCOT name and number)  

Q: What connection is missing? In 2014 Final, I see 1B to Whitetail1. 



Papalote and Cotton wind farms  this is the correct model as to total number of farms  



Papalote and Cotton wind farms  this is the incorrect model as to 
total number of farms 

Comment: This is how the 2014CY model looks. 



Cotton wind farm generator @ 160393 shows current limits  and 
impedance values                                               



bus 160392 gen data  

Comment: 2014CY model “W1” (not “G”) has different impedances. 



Cotton wind farm generator no @  160393  but bus 160392 data is here and different.  

Same issues with Papalote 



IA was signed for a wind farm off or Foxtail bus 6076  but none modeled in the cases  



I added the wind farms into my internal case because it is going online about Dec 1, 2014 
and we had to get relay settings done.  

Comment: This would be in the 2015+ FY cases, and not 2014CY, right? 


